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Introduction
90% of the laminators sold in Europe and the Americas are now made in China. So it helps to
see the original brands at APPPEXPO before you make a decision.
Most companies which sell wide-format inkjet printers make an issue by saying “you do not
need a laminator if you buy our printer.” But this is not true in most cases. You still need a
laminator. So we highly recommend attending APPPEXPO 2016 so you can learn about all the
laminators (remember, about 90% are made in China…).
APPPEXPO 2016, 9 to 12
March 2016, National Exhibition & Convention Center
(Shanghai), www.APPPEXPO.
com.
FLAAR only attends trade
shows which have either
international significance
or our the leading expo in
their local area. APPPEXPO
is both.
So if a FLAAR team is present, this is a clear indication
that a trade show is worth
attending.
And, if we send lots of team
members, this is further
indicate of the ranking of
the expo. If there are four
people from FLAAR at a single expo, this means it has
400% more to take notes
on than an expo where only
one of the team is present.
If there are more than four,
that is a clear indicator of
even higher international
importance of this expo. But
we only send four people to
an expo if it is a world-class
expo.
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Laminators

- Hot&Cold / Model: ADL-1600H1
- Low Temp Cold Laminator / Model: ADL-1600C5+
- Hot Laminator / Model: ADL-1600/1700H5+

An ADL-1600H1Hot&Cold Laminator

This is the ADL-1600C5+, a low temperature cold laminator.
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DMAIS
-

SD-F
GW-650
DWS-1600
DWL1600R
GW6-1700YT
DMS-1600XB
TJ-GWZ1600R
DWL1600R

DMais BMS-1600XB
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FULEI Flatbed Laminator BU-1400FA

FULEI Model: TTM-1700Pro
FULEI Flatbed Laminator BU-1400FA
FULEI BU-1600Pro
FULEI BU-1600RFZ
FULEI BU-1600II Warm
FULEI BU-1600 E Warm
FULEI BU-1600D Hot
FULEI BU-1600RFZ-YM
FULEI TTM-1700 Air

FULEI BU-1200WL
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MEFU
-

MEFU 1600
MEFU Hot&Cold MF1700/2300-F2
MEFU Flatbed Laminator Model: MF1325-B4
MEFU 1700
MEFU Cold&Hot / Model: MF1700/2300-A1
MEFU MF 1700-A1+ (NEW)
MEFU Cold&Hot / Model:1400/1600/1700-F1

MEFU Hot&Cold MF1700
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SKY-COLOR
- Hot&Cold Laminator / Model:SC-1700F2
- Hot&Cold Laminator / Model:SC-1700F1

SC-1700F2 Hot&Cold Laminator

SC-1700F1 Hot&Cold Laminator
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Liquid Coaters
Coaters are to enhance the surface texture or surface appearance. Other coaters are to apply an
entire coat (cheaper to “coat” than to “print” white or other such surface).
Most trade shows do not mention coaters; many people assume a coater is just a laminator. But in
many instances a coater is different than a laminator.

DOUBLE 100
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Available For Purchase
CNC Reports

3D Reports

Media & Substrates Reports

Textile Reports

To ask to be invoiced, write email to FrontDesk “at” FLAAR.You can ask for a full year’s
Subscription to Media & Substrates and 3D reports all year long (ISA, FESPA, etc).
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This report has been licensed to Shanghai Modern International Exhibition Co., to distribute, since they are the
organizers of APPPEXPO (Advertising, Print, Pack & Paper Expo), Shanghai. But this report has not been licensed to
any printer manufacturer, distributor, dealer, sales rep, RIP company, media or ink company to distribute. So if you
obtained this from any company, other than APPPEXPO, you have a pirated copy.
Also, since some reports are occasionally updated, if you got your version from somewhere else, it may be an obsolete
edition. FLAAR reports are being updated all year long, and our comment on that product may have been revised
positively or negatively as we learned more about the product form end users.

Please Note
To obtain a legitimate copy, which you know is the complete report with nothing erased or changed, and hence a
report with all the original description of pros and cons, please obtain your original and full report straight from www.
large-format-printers.org or other web sites in our network such as www.wide-format-printers.net.
Your only assurance that you have a complete and authentic evaluation which describes all aspects of the product
under consideration, benefits as well as deficiencies, is to obtain these reports directly from FLAAR, via the various
sites in our network.
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